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HIV-1 virus isolates. There are at least three
ways to compile the amino acid sequences
Conserved Sequence and Structural Elements
we obtained. The first includes all duplicate
sequences obtained from PCR products
in the HIV-1 Principal Neutralizing Determinant:
from different individuals and does not inFurther Clarifications
clude duplicate sequences obtained from the
same PCR product, The second is that in
It has come to our attention that some and sibling relationships submitted to the which all sequences are included, and the
researchers are attempting to use nucleotide Human Retroviruses and AIDS Database.
third is that in which no duplicate sequences
sequences encoding the HIV-1 principal
4) Because our study involved working are included. We chose the first method so
neutralization determinant (PND) (1) and with samples from a large number of infect- that we would not overestimate the occurrelated information submitted by us to Gen- ed individuals, many viral samples were cul- rence of conserved PND sequences by inBank and to the Human Retroviruses and tured and the DNA was extracted and PCR cluding the large number of identical sibling
AIDS Database to measure variability amplified in parallel. It is possible that con- sequences we had obtained. Regardless of
among HIV-1 viruses infecting a single in- tamination occurred between such samples the method used to compile the sequences,
dividual (intra-individual variation). Such from different individuals or from exoge- and therefore regardless of whether any posanalyses presume the generation of, through nous sources such as the HIV-1 IIIB isolate sible contamination occurred, the conclumolecular cloning and nucleotide sequenc- that was being used for other projects in sions of our study are unchanged; the coning, an accurate representation of the genes several laboratories involved in our study. sensus PND sequence is unchanged; a single
encoding different viruses present in the For example, there are nine sequences (num- amino acid occurred at PND positions 11,
individual at the time the sample is taken. bers 166, 169, 170-175, and 225 in our 14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 25 in 80% or
For several reasons, the nucleotide sequence figure 1) that are identical or similar to more of the sequences, and the frequency of
data supporting the conclusions of our anal- IIIB-like sequences. In addition, there are occurrence of each of the sequences listed in
ysis could be misleading if they are used to instances in which sibling sequences differed our table 1 was not significantly altered.
reach conclusions about intra-individual significantly (for example, sequences 115,
GREGORY J. LAROSA,* KENT
HIV-1 variation. These reasons are as fol- 174, and 201; 151 and 225; and 175, 224,
WEINHOLD,t ALBERT T. PROFY,*
and 229). These sequences are therefore
lows:
ALPHONSE J. LANGLOISt GORDON R.
1) It is possible that a subset of the either from individuals that are infected with
DREESMAN,t R. NEAL BOSWELL,§
infectious virus genomes present in the in- significantly different HIV-1 viruses or there
PHILLIP SHADDUCK,t DANi P.
fected PBMCs were preferentially amplified was contamination of these virus or DNA
BOLOGNESI,t THOMAS J. MAITHEWS,t
preparations. In view of these uncertainties,
during culturing.
EMILio A. EMINI,II SCOTr D. PUTNEY*
2) The oligonucleotide primers used for samples that gave rise to HB like sequences
PCR amplification in our study may have or sibling sets with significant sequence hetREFERENCES
hybridized more efficiently to the envelope erogeneity are being re-examined. We there- 1. G. J. LaRosa et al., Science 249, 932 (1990).
fore do not recommend the use of the
gene of a subset of viral genomes.
2 May 1991; revised 11 July 1991; accepted 12 July
3) The list of amino acid sequences LaRosa sequence set for analyzing intra1991
shown in our figure 1 includes only amino individual variation until the conclusion of
*Repligen Corporation, Cambridge, MA 02139.
acid sequences that differed in each PCR this re-examination.
of Surgery, Duke University Medical
tDepartment
of
our
and
conclusions
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focus
product and amino acid sequences occurring
study School, Durham,
NC 27710.
tBioTech Resources,
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or identified in the list of sibling sequences ondary structures)
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